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Dear Home Seller, 

If you are in the market to sell your home, there’s something very important you should know.

Real Estate Agents Are NOT All The Same! 

Your decision to place your home for sale involves more than simply dropping a sign in the front yard, 
putting it in MLS and waiting for the sales proceeds check.

Hiring the wrong agent can mean the difference between making or losing money, selling 
quickly...or taking a long time, a trouble-free transaction...or a living nightmare.

Unless you have extensive experience interviewing real estate agents, you won’t always know what 
questions to ask. Further, you won’t always know what answer will best suit your real estate needs. 
Here’s a list of 10 important and insightful questions you should ask ANY Real estate agent BEFORE you 
sign anything.

If the agent you are interviewing tries to “dodge” any of these questions, doesn’t have a great 
answer or tries to “spin” their answer to avoid the real question, you should be concerned by 
their approach to listing and marketing your home.

Don’t let an agent without a clear strategy list your home...sadly enough it happens often in our industry.

Your Friends at The DeBonis Team
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QUESTION 1:

Will you let me unconditionally cancel my listing agreement  
if you aren’t doing your job?
Our “Easy Exit” Listing Agreement Is The Boldest Claim We Can Make!
Most agents lock you up in a listing agreement for 6 to 12 months with no ability for you to cancel or 
worse yet, they’ll charge you a hefty cancellation fee to release your listing. Not at The DeBonis Team! We 
earn your business every day! If you’re not happy with our services, you can fire us at any time for any 
reason at all! Of course we’d like to have a chance to make it right...but if we can’t we will release your 
listing unconditionally, no questions asked! 

HERE IS THE ACTUAL LANGUAGE FROM OUR LISTING AGREEMENT:

Cancellation Guarantee & Release of Listing. If Seller is unhappy for any reason. Seller must notify 
Listing Agent in writing and give Listing Agent an opportunity to fix the problem within 24 hours. If 
Listing Agent cannot fix the problem to Seller’s satisfaction, Listing Agent will unconditionally release 
Seller from the listing.

The large majority of agents will hold you to the full term of your listing agreement even if they failed 
to do their job. Best case, they will make you pay $500, $1,000 or more to release your listing. We are so 
confident in our listing and marketing services that we can make this claim. 
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QUESTION 2:

Can you show me your actual results compared to other agents? 
Our Results Do All The Talking For Us
In the last 12 months, 6 out of every 10 homes failed to sell in the greater Riverside area market — of the 
homes that did sell, they sold for almost 10% off the seller’s original asking price!

In a market that is flooded with inexperienced agents that sell, on average, 6–8 homes per year, The 
DeBonis Team easily stands out. We’re not bragging, it’s the plain truth. Check it out...

1. Your Home Is More Likely To Sell
List to Sale Success Rate: We take what we do very seriously! 

The DeBonis Team sold 90% of the homes we listed compared to the 
market average of less than 60%! Can you imagine any other industry 
where you only get a 4 out of 10 chance of being successful?

2. We Sell Homes For More Money
Sales to List Price: In our market that adds up to real money! 

The DeBonis Team’s Median Original List Price to Sale Price is (99% vs. 
the local market average of 96% — that’s a 3% difference! On a $300,000 
home, the dollar difference amounts to $9,00 more money in our seller’s 
pockets.

3. We Sell Homes Faster
Days on Market: We sell in 10-12 days less time than the market average! 

The DeBonis Team days. That’s at least 1 mortgage payment saved for our 
clients and less stress having their home on the market longer than it 
needs to be.

4. We Sell More Homes
Number of Homes Sold in Last 12 Months: The DeBonis team invests in 
doing things the right way, while average agents just can’t provide the same 
level of service or get the same results!

The DeBonis Team sold over 75 homes in the last 12 months while the 
average agent sells just 4-6 homes per year.

The DeBonis Team’s proven home selling process yields superior results. That’s not said to impress you 
but to impress upon you (again) that not all agents are created equal. Don’t skip this critical question... 
make sure the agent you choose can clearly demonstrate their track record.
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QUESTION 3:

What do you do to generate interest online for my home and  
what are your actual results?
Our Aggressive Buyer Internet Lead Generation Program Is Unlike Any 
Other In The Market
Bottom line is that 92% of buyers use the Internet to find their home. At The DeBonis Team, we spend 
over $6000 per month in advertising and marketing to drive traffic online. We can only do this because 
we sell so many homes and have the resources to do it.

We have the most advanced buyer lead generation platform in the industry — nobody in the Greater 
Riverside area has been running this technology as long as we have! What does that mean for you? 
A database of buyers actively searching for homes on our site every day. Since we started using this 
technology platform, we have had over 40,000 buyers visit our site and over 10,000 register giving us 
their contact information for follow up!

In the last 12 months, well over 40,000 buyers have visited our website (that’s over 3,300 per month!) 
specifically looking for information on our listings for sale... and 2,500 unique buyers registered on the 
site giving us their contact information! That’s 200 new buyer leads per month for our sellers’ homes! 

Ask any agent you interview “How many buyers 1) visited your personal website (not your 
brokerage’s site) and, 2) gave you their contact information in the last 30 days? 90 days?  
12 months? 
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QUESTION 4:

What do you do to get buyers to take action and call for more  
information on a listing that you have for sale?
Our Exclusive Yard Marketing Program Generates Buyers For Your Home
Most agents have a single yard sign where calls are directed to a random Duty Agent that has no 
information about your home and will not likely qualify and show them your home. Our approach to 
yard signage involves multiple Calls-To-Action in your front yard which drives the volume of calls on our 
listings to 3 times that of a single yard sign. 

In the last year, we have had over 2,000 unique calls into our office! You’re probably asking yourself 
“How can you possibly know that?” We track it! Of the total calls into our office, over 1,500 were buyers 
calling for information on our listings for sale, that’s 75% of every call into our office is a buyer! 
That’s 125 unique buyers calling us every month. 

So make sure you ask any agent you interview how many buyers called them in the last 30, 60 or 
90 days...was it more than 10? 20? 50? 100? I promise you it wasn’t even close to 125 per month 
like The DeBonis Team.

Why Does This Matter So Much? Every buyer that calls our office is put into our database and set up with 
a property search where we can cross sell our listings that match their home buying criteria. It’s the 
difference between actively acquiring a buyer for your home and hoping a buyer finds your home, like 
most agents do.
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QUESTION 5:

Do you have a database of your active buyers you can show me? If so, 
how do you work to match them with your listings?
Our Exclusive Buyers-In-Waiting Program Drives More Demand For Your Home
Our innovative “Buyers-In-Waiting” Program gives buyers working with our team priority access to 
new listings that match their home buying criteria. In a single click, we can pull up every prospect in 
our database that is a potential buyer for your home. We also present the details of your property to our 
current buyers so they know about your home first.

We have 8a to 9p, 7-day coverage to follow up with buyers looking for information on our listings. Most 
agents are a “one man” show and they aren’t able to follow up they way we do.

If we search any area and price point in our buyer platform, there are typically between 150–300 buyers 
ACTIVELY searching for a home that is similar to yours. These are buyers that have already been 
followed up with by our Client Development team or by one of our Buyer Specialists.

Below is a search for buyers currently searching on our site looking for homes in Riverside area from 
$300k to $400k. There are 281 buyers that are ACTIVELY searching on our site that would be 
interested in such a home. And all of them have been assigned to a Buyer Specialist on our team. We 
track every home they look at, when they’ve logged on last and if they want to preview our listings...it’s a 
slick system to say the least. 

Here are a couple of questions to ask a listing agent that you might interview... 1) “How many 
buyers do you have that might be interested in my home?” and, 2) “How do you manage the ongoing 
communication with these buyers?”
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QUESTION 6:

Do you have a team of specialists working on my sale  
or do you do everything yourself?
The DeBonis Team is a Team of Pros All Working Toward A Common Goal
There are 100+ tasks that need to happen in order for a successful home sale. While traditional agents do 
some of these, they can’t possibly be an expert in all aspects of the home selling process. At The DeBonis 
Team, we break up the job of a real estate agent into various specialist roles. This is the way doctors and 
hospitals work...why wouldn’t you want the best “surgeon” working on your home sale?

If you look at the best of the best in any industry, they are always part of a team of specialists. Bottom line 
is that results driven consumers demand the best… specialists, not generalists or jack-of-all-trades.

This is what we at The DeBonis Team believe is the biggest problem with traditional real estate agents 
and the reason we built our team the way we did. Traditional agents are doing 10 jobs at once and 
doing none of them at the expert level. They try to be an internet marketer, a graphics designer, a 
direct response expert, a stager, a photographer, a market researcher, an expert negotiator, a showing 
specialist, a buyer agent, a courier, a sign installer...the list goes  
on and on.

Well, the same should apply to real estate. You 
should demand the best. 

With The DeBonis Team, you get a whole team of 
specialists all working for your benefit (versus a single 
agent): Listing Client Care Coordinator, Buyer Client 
Care Coordinator, Operations Manager, Negotiation 
Specialist, First Impressions Coordinator, Market 
Researcher, Marketing Manager, Marketing 
Coordinator, Buyer & Seller Client Development, 
Photographer, Courier, Listing Specialists, Buyer 
Specialists and Showing Specialists. 

We have perfected the home selling process. Our 
proven repeatable process gets the best results...and 
we couldn’t do it without our team of pros.
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QUESTION 7:

Do you use professional photography?
A scary fact is that roughly 15% of agents use professional photography for their listings...this doesn’t say 
much for our industry given the importance of first impressions online. 

The pictures of your home are the gateway to getting showings which will drive demand and price. 

We offer the best technology with Matterport. Matterport 3D Showcase tours is SciFi when it comes to 
real estate photography! Check out realestate.matterport.com to see it for yourself. This is the bleeding 
edge of presenting real estate online and is not offered by the large majority of agents in our market, as 
most agents cannot afford to use this technology. 

Make sure the agent you choose isn’t cutting corners on this critical aspect of the home 
marketing process.
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QUESTION 8:

Do you perform a Traditional CMA when pricing homes or other sources 
of data as well? Also, how do you come up with the best pricing strategy 
to maximize the value of my home?
Our Proprietary Equity Evaluation Tool and Maximum Value Pricing 
Strategy Drives Net Proceeds For Our Sellers
Our mutual goal is to maximize your sales price and net proceeds. While most agents will list your home 
at any price based on incomplete data, our exclusive Equity Evaluation Tool shows you exactly where 
the market is for your home and what the best pricing strategy is for your specific situation.

Our high-precision evaluation tool, provides you with a customized analysis, based on data from multiple 
sources, such as:

1. Comparative Market Analysis    3.   Internet Estimates

2. Technical Analysis    4.   Square Footage Analysis

This research gives us a range for the optimal listing and selling price, giving your confidence that you 
are setting the right asking price to maximize net proceeds.
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QUESTION 9:

How will you handle contract negotiations for us?
Most real estate agents have not been trained in negotiation. The disappointing truth is that most agents 
need to sell your home worse than you do, making their advice biased, thus taking dollars away from 
your final proceeds from the sale.

Our unparalleled experience and sheer volume of homes sold is one of our biggest assets that you can 
leverage. We train to be the best in all we do with 100s of homes successfully negotiated  
and sold!

We use proven techniques and strategies and employ a non-emotional state of mind during the 
negotiation process.

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN IT COMES TO NEGOTIATING THE SALE OF YOUR HOME:

 � Proactive vs Reactive Negotiation Strategy by setting expectations with agent

 � Negotiating with authority by taking control of agent to agent discussions

 � Eliminate Unqualified Buyers and Bad Surprises by probing for information

 � Avoiding Home Inspection Deal Killers (the #1 reason a home sale falls through)

Surprisingly, many agents simply submit or receive offers, and act as a conduit between you and the 
buyer (or seller). That’s not good enough. You want an agent who has exceptional negotiation skills. You 
want an agent who’s committed to your interests and not desperate to sell your home. They’ll need to 
represent you to other agents and buyers/sellers. It’s a good idea to follow-up the above question by 
investigating specifically HOW their negotiation skills saved other clients money, hassles, or helped a 
deal come together. 

There are “Real Estate Agents”... and then there are Committed Professionals. Which one do YOU want 
representing your interests?
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QUESTION 10:

Can you provide testimonials from past clients?
Our Track Record of Success is Undeniable
Our single focus at The DeBonis Team is providing world-class real estate services to home sellers. It’s 
what we thrive on and live for. We do everything in our power to make sure you have a great experience. 
Most agents operating the solo model just can’t manage the transaction the way we can. Ask any agent 
you are considering working with to let you see testimonials from their happy clients. 

We hope you are seriously considering The DeBonis Team as your best option. To help you in your 
decision making, please see these client testimonials and visit our page on Zillow for hundreds of 
testimonials from raving fans.

VISIT
www.TDTravingfans.com 
FOR WORDS OF PRAISE FROM  
OUR HAPPY CLIENTS
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MOVE CONFIDENTLY WITH  THE DEBONIS TEAM 
AS YOUR REAL ESTATE ADVISORS

151 STEPS
TO THE CLOSING TABLE

OUR PROVEN SYSTEM, 151 STEPS TO THE CLOSING TABLE.
Our 151 Steps to the Closing Table has enabled us to sell 100s of homes 
fast and for more money over the years.

 � In-depth marketability consultation

 � Advise you on “staging” your property for prospective buyers 

 � Professionally measure and create a detailed floor plan for added exposure

 � Have professional photographs taken of your home to highlight the various marketable 
aspects to draw buyers to your property from MLS, listing sheets,  
postcards and the internet

 � Install highly visible yard signs for maximum exposure

 � We collaborate with Showing Time, which provides immediate notifications and feedback 
from agents for every showing

 � Utilize “IVR” technology — a direct link to any mobile phone with property information 
straight from the MLS

 � Mail an informative “Just Listed” postcard to potential buyers

 � Create a virtual tour of your home to be placed 
on multiple websites and the MLS

 � Advertise your property on 100s of websites such 
as Zillow.com, Trulia.com, Realtor.com, Homes.
com, Google, Yahoo, etc., exposing the home to 
thousands of potential buyers daily

 � Expose your home to millions of people through 
our Relocation Network

 � Keep you updated with an activity report of the 
market conditions in your neighborhood
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The answers to the previous questions should give you a good feel for the commitment and competency 
of the real estate agent you’re thinking about using. Remember, all agents are not the same! This 
is why The DeBonis Team wrote this report and structures a business that gives clients the most 
competent service possible. 

We don’t say any of these things to impress you, but to impress upon you the difference between an 
average real estate agent, and a competent, dedicated team of professionals. Selling real estate can be a 
tricky business. And selecting the wrong agent can cost you a lot of money, headaches, and wasted time. 

THAT’S WHY I WANT YOU TO TRY OUR SERVICES, RISK FREE, TO SEE… 

 � How much money we can make you on your next transaction

 � How we can reduce your time to sell your home

 � How we can make your sale HASSLE FREE!  

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS CALL US AT 951-472-3739. 

But Don’t Wait!  
In order to ensure we have undivided time for you, we need to hear from you immediately. We 
know there’s a natural tendency to procrastinate and put off important decisions. But, the more you 
procrastinate, more pressure ultimately rests with you. 

By not acting now, you could expose yourself to losing thousands of dollars! So, call now and we’ll 
immediately arrange a convenient time to meet and share with you our exclusive and proven seller 
marketing programs. 

See you at the closing table, 

Your friends at The DeBonis Team

P.S. Knowing the right questions to ask any agent can save you an enormous amount of money, time, 
and hassles. Clearly, not all agents are the same! So when you’re finished reading this report, give us a 
call at 951-472-3739 for a Free, No Obligation review of how we can help you with your next real estate 
transaction. We look forward to working with you!



7898 Mission Grove Pkwy S, Suite 102
Riverside, CA 92508

Luc & Stephenie DeBonis
DRE#01990730

951-472-3739
DeBonisTeam.com

SEE YOU AT CLOSING


